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General Information and Maintenance
For Hardwood/Laminate /Bamboo Flooring
Your floor will provide years of enjoyment and enhancement to your home but as with all
flooring products some simple maintenance and care should be taken to preserve its beauty over
time.
Please do not:
1. Over wet your floor. Water is the enemy of any timber/laminate/Bamboo floor.
2. Allow spills to remain unattended –mop as soon as possible.
3. Use a steam mop on your floor. This will rein your floor.
4. Use any abrasive pads or abrasive liquid cleaner to remove soil.
5. Apply wax or solutions containing wax on your floor.
Please do:
1. Provide mats outside and inside to trap dirt before it gets to your floor.
2. Use a micro fibre mop, well wrung out, to clean your floor.
3. Provide shade /protection from direct sunlight.
4. Place protector pads under all furniture.
General Information
1. All floors will scratch. Most scratches cannot be removed from floor and require heavy
sanding to remove them from a timber floor. Laminate floor resist hard objects, however
if object too sharp, it will still scratch the floor.
2. The higher the gloss level of your floor the more you will see scratches, plank joins,
marks and undulations from the sub floor.
3. Stiletto or similar heeled shoes will dent your timber floor but are far less likely to
damage a laminate floor.
4. Timber floors will darken with exposure to light. Move rugs/furniture occasionally to
avoid patches of different colours. Laminate floors will not darken. All flooring will fade
when exposed to direct sunlight.
5. Every timber/Bamboo floor will be different in appearance because no of them are
exactly the same. Hence the attraction and unique beauty of a natural floor.
6. Laminate floors are predictable and will not vary.
7. All floors will move with the changes in seasons, even floors glued directly to the sub
floor. All floors with a width 6m or over require intermediate gap, in high moisture or
near coastal areas, require bigger expansion gap than normal 12mm.
8. All timber floors will have minor “cracks” and it is not unusual to find very small
splinters in your mop head. This will not have any detrimental impact on your floor.
9. Regular vacuuming or sweeping with a soft broom is the easiest way to keep your floor
looking beautiful with the aid of a well wrung out fibre mop to remove marks. Stubborn
grime can be removed with the aid of specialized timber /bamboo /laminate floor cleaner.

